which, by definition [8] , is Zn(u)=( -l)-n.ln(jv).
For small arguments (V< 1) [9] I_n(v)= I,,(u) =+(;)n. (17) Combining (14b), (16), and (17), using only the n = -1, n = O, and n = + 1 terms of the summation in (14b), and using the equality J_n(zl)=(-l)nJn(u) .lm_l(u)-Jm+l(u) ='2J;(r.J).
JL ( u) is the derivative of Jm( u) with respect to u. Similarly Nm(u+ju) =Nm(u)+juN; (u).
Using two additional recurrence relationships
and' 
For the Neumann functions
The final analysis equations for radial-line stubs with attenuation result from substituting (23a) through (23d), with the appropriate arguments, into (5) and the latter, in turn, into (4).
III. I@CONiMENDATIONS FORSTRIPLINEAND MICROSTRIP
For stripline, the dimension h in (4), (6), (12), and (13) 
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